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Songwriting

COME TO STEAL
YOUR SONG AWAY?

Illustration: Naomi Hocking

“Contrary
to popular
myth,
there is no
maximum
number
of melody
notes you
can copy
‘legally’”
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IT’S

a common feeling. You write
a line and it immediately
sounds just right. Timeless. Familiar.
Almost… too familiar. You play the
finished song to your mates and
someone notices – you’ve copied an
existing track. Gutted, you delete
that great-sounding line and spend
hours trying to write something that
sounds as good.
This sort of copying happens to every writer
from time to time. Most of us just exhale sadly
and wait for inspiration to flow again, following
the tracks of our tears. But some take the
darker path, keeping the copied section and
hoping that no-one will notice. Leading us to
the inevitable question: how much of someone
else’s song can actually be copied?
The answer, frustratingly, is ‘none at all’.
Contrary to popular myth, there’s no maximum
number of notes you can copy ‘legally’. If your
song sounds recognisably like part of another
song, and the other side can demonstrate in
court that copying has occurred, you could end
up owing someone a lot of money, or even lose
ownership of your own work.
But that’s unfair, say many songwriters.
There are only 12 notes to the octave, and
surely I’m bound to copy a song accidentally
sooner or later – infinite numbers of monkeys
and all that? Well, this argument doesn’t stack
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up when you apply some simple maths. It’s
actually quite easy to write a unique melody,
because there are hundreds of billions of
possible combinations of pitches and rhythms
over just a few bars. Notes themselves
cannot be owned, just as a painter cannot
own a colour nor a poet copyright a word.
It’s the arrangement of notes in order that
creates melody, and therefore the longer the
melody, the greater the odds against it being
coincidentally similar to another. It’s the grainof-rice-on-a-chessboard theory – the numbers
multiply up very quickly.
However, popular song, and particularly
rock, likes parts of its musical palette to be
fairly restricted. And sometimes a musical
idea becomes so common that it enters shared
ownership. An obvious example is the 12-bar
blues chord sequence. Presumably someone,
back in the day, thought this combination of
chords was ‘original’ and wrote a song around
it. This inspirational bluesman may be long
gone but his musical idea remains, endlessly
recycled by all of us in many a jam session, and
cheerfully copyright-free forever.
Which brings us to Deep Purple’s Black Night.
The very mention of that title has probably
already started the riff playing in your head.
You would be forgiven for thinking that if you
used the first bar of this riff in a song you’d
be stealing from Ritchie Blackmore et al. Not
so. They stole it from Ricky Nelson’s 1962
hit Summertime, a rock reworking of the old
George Gershwin standard, where the two-bar
pentatonic riff was played, and presumably
invented, by guitarist James Burton. In fact,
by 1970 Deep Purple were the third band to
have used the Summertime riff in a single, the
others being The Liverpool Five in 1966 and
Blues Magoos in 1967. The reason that this
particular riff could be so easily traded is that it
was not written by George Gershwin so wasn’t
technically considered part of the copyright in
Summertime. Therefore the Black Night riff isn’t
owned by anyone. Although if you do put it in
your own song it’s a dead cert that everyone will
think you’ve ripped off Deep Purple…
But Black Night is an exception, and in most
cases such blatant copying would land the
songwriter in very hot water indeed. So here
are some rules of thumb to keep your songs
from harm. Use whatever chords you like –
it’s almost impossible to copyright a chord
sequence. Don’t steal any melody knowingly
– it’s just not worth the risk, and this certainly
includes riffs. Re-use someone else’s title if you
must, although it’s a bit crass and unnecessary
to do it. And avoid stealing lyrics at all costs –
it’s a dead giveaway.
For songwriters, the question is a moral one.
Why would we want to copy someone else’s
ideas when the art of songwriting is all about
our own creativity? Surely it’s better for us all to
respect each other? Or put another way, imagine
all the people, living life in peace. Oops.
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